Dear Colleagues,

As a newcomer to Michigan State University, I am happy for this opportunity to welcome you to the 2009 Latin American and Caribbean Studies Undergraduate Research Conference, Democracy, Development and Equity in Latin America and the Caribbean. This interdisciplinary conference, now in its 6th year, provides undergraduate students with a unique opportunity to share their learning and discuss their ideas with the greater-university community. As a result, the conference has grown. It is our largest one, revealing hard work and synthesis by student presenters from 11 colleges.

We are particularly honored to welcome our distinguished guest, Ambassador Alexandre Addor-Neto, Secretary for Multidimensional Security for the Organization of American States. Beyond its timeliness, Ambassador Addor-Neto’s Keynote Address—Security, Democracy and Development in Latin America and the Caribbean: Old and New Challenges—constitutes a fulcrum on which to predicate future alliances in the America’s and beyond.

I am pleased to become the new Director for the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, and I am indebted to Dr. Laurie Medina for her superb leadership as Acting Director. Accolades by many are merited for Laurie’s vital service and her success in ensuring a smooth transition.

I look forward to getting to know the faculty, students and colleagues in International Studies and Programs and the larger MSU community, starting with this conference!

Sincerely,
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Conference Overview

Wednesday, April 22

8:30-1:00 pm  Registration, 3rd Floor Lobby, International Center
8:30-10:30 am  Continental Breakfast, 3rd Floor
9:00-2:30 pm  Panel Presentations
3:00-4:30 pm  Keynote Address: Ambassador Alexandre Addor-Neto
   “Security, Development, Democracy in Latin America and the Caribbean: Old and New Challenges”
4:30-6:00 pm  Reception, 302 International Center

Thursday, April 23

8:30-4:00 pm  Registration, 3rd Floor Lobby, International Center
8:30-10:30 am  Continental Breakfast, 3rd Floor
9:00-10:15 am  Panel Presentations
10:15-11:45 pm  Faculty-Student Roundtable Discussion: “Development, Democracy and Equity in Latin America and the Caribbean”
11:45-5:00 pm  Panel Presentations

Friday, April 24

8:30-9:00 am  Registration, 3rd Floor Lobby, International Center
8:30-10:30 am  Continental Breakfast, 3rd Floor
9:00-10:30 am  Tinker Funded Student Research in Latin America
Keynote Address

Security, Democracy and Development in Latin America and the Caribbean: Old and New Challenges

Ambassador Alexandre Addor-Neto
Secretary for Multidimensional Security
Organization of the American States (OAS)

Following the Summit of the Americas, where Heads of State and Government, including President Barack Obama, will discuss greater security in the Americas, Ambassador Alexandre Addor-Neto, Secretary for Multidimensional Security at the Organization of American States, is set to speak on the same topic at MSU. The Ambassador’s presentation will begin at 3 p.m. on Wednesday, April 22 on the third floor of the International Center.

“The concept of security, once framed largely in conventional military terms, must be expanded to take into account a range of evolving threats - transnational organized crime, in its different manifestations, such as drug trafficking, money laundering, illegal arms dealing, trafficking in persons, criminal gangs, institutional corruption, and international terrorism” says Ambassador Alexandre Addor-Neto. “In some countries, poverty, disease, the lack of opportunity and hope and environmental degradation increase vulnerability and help undermine human security.”

Although the Americas have been cooperating on security issues for more than a century, there are different perspectives regarding threats and priorities in different countries. Globalization has elevated awareness in the differences as well as a growing concern in connections between security, development and democracy. “Not only are these three goals connected, security has become a prerequisite for development and the consolidation of democracy” says Addor-Neto.

Ambassador Addor-Neto is the current secretary for multidimensional security at the Organization of American States. During his diplomatic career service, Addor-Neto has served as the Consul General of Brazil in Chicago, Ambassador to Angola, and Minister Counselor at the Embassy in Moscow. He has also worked in the Ministry of External Relations in Brasilia on consular, economic and regional political issues, as well as on diplomatic planning.
Wednesday, April 22

PANEL 1
9:00-10:00 | Room 302
Latin American Views of Women

Moderator: Dr. María Mudrovicic

*Hell in Juarez*, Ann Marie Gordenier

*Women, Agriculture, and Implications for Sustainable Development in Latin America*, Olivia Courant

“Every Man See Ya Well Waan Fi Have Fun”: The Hypersexualized Female Body in Jamaican Dance and Carnival Culture, Portia McKenzie

PANEL 2
10:10-11:40 | Room 305
The Latino Image in American and Latin American Media

Moderator: Dr. Manuel Chavez

*Latinos in American Mass Media*, Kara Krebs

*Freedom of the Press in Latin America*, Elisabeth Pernicone

*Embracing or Rejecting Your Latinidad in Hollywood: Cultural Analysis of Mixed-Race Celebrities*, Crystal Stoll

*Taking a Hint from Dora: Exploring Latin American Stereotypes in Children’s Media*, Kelsey Gustafson
Wednesday, April 22

PANEL 3
11:50-1:20 | Room 302
Native Latin America: Representations of an Indigenous Past

Moderator: Dr. Rocio Quispe-Agnoli

*Representing Indigenous Views of the Conquest of the Americas*, Amanda Kocefas

*Primeras Representaciones Europeas e Indigenas del Otro Latinoamericano*, Ivette Galarza

*The Aztec Lords Versus Columbus: Description as Means of Manipulation*, Angela Wharton

*The Representation of the Inca Atahualpa and the Conquistador Francisco Pizarro in The Royal Hunt of the Sun (1969)*, Caitlin Dube

PANEL 4
11:50-1:20 | Room 305
Brazilian Policies and the World

Moderator: Dr. Jonas Zoninsein

*The Waking Giant: Brazil’s activist foreign policy in South America*, Benjamin Muz

*U.S. Trade Policy: Sugarcane or Corn*, Cory Connolly

*The Impact of Taxes on the Informal Economy in Brazil*, Jennifer Seager

*Analyzing the Spill-over Effect of Regional Integration: Why has Regionalism Advanced in the Case of the European Union and not in South America?* Leah Cameron
Welcome

Dr. Douglas Estry, Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education and Dean of Undergraduate Studies

Dr. Dawn Pysarchik, Associate Dean, International Studies and Programs

Dr. Robert W. Blake, Director, Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies

Dr. Jonas Zoninsein, Professor, James Madison

Keynote: Ambassador Alexandre Addor-Neto, Secretary for Multidimensional Security, Organization of American States (OAS)

"Security, Development, Democracy in Latin America and the Caribbean: Old and New Challenges"

“The concept of security, once framed largely in conventional military terms, must be expanded to take into account a range of evolving threats - transnational organized crime, in its different manifestations, such as drug trafficking, money laundering, illegal arms dealing, trafficking in persons, criminal gangs, institutional corruption, and international terrorism” says Ambassador Alexandre Addor-Neto. “In some countries, poverty, disease, the lack of opportunity and hope and environmental degradation increase vulnerability and help undermine human security.”

Although the Americas have been cooperating on security issues for more than a century, there are different perspectives regarding threats and priorities in different countries. Globalization has elevated awareness in the differences as well as a growing concern in connections between security, development and democracy. “Not only are these three goals connected, security has become a prerequisite for development and the consolidation of democracy” says Addor-Neto.

RECEPTION

4:45-6:00 | Room 302

Free and open to the general public
Thursday, April 23

PANEL 5
9:00-10:15 | Room 302
The Latin American Struggle Through Art

Moderator: Dr. Dylan Miner

The Struggle Against Brazil's Military Dictatorship of 1964-1985: An Examination of Women, Artists, and Entertainers, Amelia DeVivo

Coming into Focus: Finding Clarity through the Ambiguity of Images in Jamaica Kincaid’s Lucy, Dana Amihere

The History of Art in Latin America, Olivia Render

PANEL 6
10:15-11:45 | Room 303
Faculty-Student Roundtable Discussion: Development, Democracy and Equity in Latin America and the Caribbean (open to all, please join the conversation!)

Moderator: Dr. Laurie Medina

Invited Faculty/Specialists:  
Dr. Robert W. Blake  
Dr. Gail McClure  
Dr. Edward Murphy  
Dr. Sarah Nicholls  
Dr. Robert Richardson  
Dr. Lindon Robison  
Dr. Paulette Stenzel  
Dr. Jonas Zoninsein

Invited Students:  
Amber Skupski  
Jessica Wayne  
John (Cory) Connolly  
Kanika Suri  
Benjamin Muz
Thursday, April 23

PANEL 7
11:45-1:30 | Room 305
Reconstructing the Nation in Latin America: Revolutionary Movements and the Making of Political Subjects

Moderators: Emily Altimare and Joseph Gomez Moreno

Who Speaks for the Cuban Nation: The Elián Gonzalez Story, Kristen Sheppard

Day of the Dead Art in Mexican Nationalism, Laura Ditzler

Limitations of Neoliberalism and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in Chile, Anne Bailey

Breaking the Mold: The March Towards an Indigenous Revolution, Kanika Suri

Reforma para la Gente, Jack Edukere

PANEL 8
1:40-2:45 | Room 305
Latin American Indigenous Cultures and Ecology

Moderator: Dr. Rene Hinojosa

Tension and Division Between Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Groups in Bolivia, Caitin Kennel

Ecotourism in Costa Rica: Benefits and Challenges, Renee Henry

The Future of Rural Livelihoods in Chiapas: Farming and Free Trade, Jordan Cole

A Disastrous Legacy: Chevron Texaco in Ecuador, Jessica Wayne
Thursday, April 23

PANEL 9
1:40-2:45 | Room 302
Globalization and Development

Moderator: Dr. Gerald Urquhart

*Globalization and Development in Nicaragua*, Lovelesh Chawla

*Diplomacy or Degradation? Post-Colonial Economic, Cultural and Public Policies from a Cosmopolitan Point of View*, Jacob Rubin

*A 21st Century Rainforest: Globalization in Nicaragua*, Kyle Druding

---

PANEL 10
2:55-4:10 | Room 302
Human Development and Community in Latin America

Moderator: Dr. Adan Quan

*Community Policing in Jardim Angela, Brazil and Grants Pen, Jamaica: A Comparative Case Study*, Ashley Hoornstra

*Aids in Haiti*, Amber Schneider

*Garbage Cities of Mexico City, Mexico*, Amber Williams

---

PANEL 11
4:00-5:00 | Room 305
Latinos on the Move Promoting Development in Latin America

Moderator: Kristin Janka Millar

Laura Sologuren Sanchez
Mike Nowaczynski
Carmen Rosas
Guillermo Avilez
Crystal Stoll
PANEL 12
9:00-10:30 | Room 305
Tinker Funded Graduate Student Research in Latin America

Moderator: Dr. Manuel Chavez

*Tinker Grant Report*, Amanda Abramson

*Tinker Travel Grant to Aporo, Michoacan, Mexico*, Isabel Montemayor

*Tinker Funded Summer Research in Copan, Honduras: Fieldwork Experiences*, Fredy Rodriguez
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